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TMneen years before painting the Death of Socrates, Jacques-Louis
David attended to another ancient philosopher who met his end
with extraordinary calm, amidst the hysterical tears of friends and
family.

The Death of Seneca, painted in 1fl3 by the twenty-five-year-old
David, depicted the Stoic philosopher’s last moments in a villa out
side Rome in April AD 65. A centurion had arri\’ed at the house a
few hours before with instructions from the emperor that Seneca
should take his own life forthwith. A conspiracy had been discov
ered to remove the twenty-eight-year-old Nero from the throne,
and the emperor, maniacal and unbridled, was seeking indiscrimi
nate revenge. Though there was no evidence to link Seneca to the
conspiracy, though he had worked as the imperial tutor for five
years and as a loyal aide for a decade, Nero ordered the death for
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think of his wife, a
[He was much tried at home, whether we

good measure. He had by this point already
murdered his haW
brother Brirannicus, his mother Agrippina and his
wife Octavia; he
had disposed of a large number of senators and equestrians
by feed
ing them to crocodiles and lions; and he had sung
while Rome
burned to the ground in the great fire of 64.
When they learned of Nero’s command, Seneca’s
companions
blanched and began to weep, but the philosopher,
in the account
provided by Tadms and read by David, remained
unperturbed,
and strived to check their tears and revive theft courage:
Where had their philosophy gone, he asked, and that resolut
ion
against impending misfortunes which they had encouraged
in each
other over so many years? ‘Surely nobody was unaware that
Nero
was cruel!’ he added. ‘After murdering his mother and brothe
r, it
only remained for him to kill his teacher and tutor.’
He turned to his wife Paulina, embraced her tenderly
(‘very
different from his philosophical imperturbability’ Tadt
us) and
asked her to take consolation in his well-spent life. But
she could
not countenance an existence without him, and asked
to be
allowed to cut her veins in turn. Seneca did not deny her
wish:
I will nor grudge your setting so fine an example. We can die with
equal fortitude, though yours will be the nobler end.
But because the emperor had no desire to increase his
reputation
for cruelty, when his guards noticed that Paulina had taken
a knife
to her veins, they seized it against her will and bandag
ed up her
wrists.
—

Her husband’s suicide began to falter. Blood did not flow
fast
enough from his aged body, even after he had cut the
veins in his
ankles and behind his knees. So in a selfconscious echo
of the
death in Athens 464 years previously, Seneca asked his
doctor to
prepare a cup of hemlock. He had long considered Socrat
es the
exemplar of how one might, through philosophy, rise above
exter
nal circumstance (and in a letter written a few years before
Nero’s
command, had explained his admiration):
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tongue, or of the children
[woman of rough manners and shrewish
but all these
He lived either in time of war or under tyrants
that they did not
measures changed the soul of Socrates 50 little
and rare distinction! He
even change his features. What wonderful
amid all the
maintained this attitude up to the very end
disturbances of Fortune, he was undisturbed
Athenian was in vain. He drank
But Seneca’s desire to follow the
After two fruitless attempts he
the hemlock and it had no effect.
where he suffocated to
finally asked to be placed in a vapour-bath1
undisturbed by the
death slowly, in torment but with equanimityt
disturbances of Fortune.
.
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the first, nor the finest.
David’s rococo version of the scene was not
pasha than a dying philosO
Seneca appeared more like a reclining
forward, was dressed
pher. Paulina, thrusting her bared tight breast
Rome. Yet David’s rendering
for grand opera rather than Imperial
into a lengthy history of
of the moment fitted, however clumsily,
Roman endured his
admiration for the manner in which the
appalling fate.

Loyset Liedet,

1462.

Rubens, róo8
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positiOfl had been precarious. A plot by the Empress Messalifla had,
through no fault of Seneca’s, resulted in his disgrace and eight years
of exile on the island of Corsica. When he had finally been recalled
to Rome, it had been to take on against his will the most fateM job
in the imperial administration tutor to Agripptha’s twelve-ye
old son, Lucius DomitiUs Ahenobarbus, who would fifteen years
later order him to kill himself in front of his wife and family.
—

Riben (Jusepe), r6a

Luca Giordano, c. ióSo

Though his wishes had com
e into sudden, extreme con
flict with
reality, Seneca had not suc
cumbed to ordinary frailti
es; reality’s
;hocking demands had bee
n met with dignity. Throu
gh
his death,
eneca had helped to create
an enduring association, tog
eth
er with
)ther Stoic thinkers, betwee
n the very word ‘philosop
hical’ and a
emperate, seW-possessed
approach to disaster. He
had
from the
rsr conceived of philosophy
as a discipline to assist huma
n beings
i overcoming con
flicts between their wishes
and reality. As
‘adtus had reported, Seneca
’s response to his weeping
compan
ns had been to ask, as tho
ugh the two were essentiall
y one,
here their philosophy had gon
e, and where their resolutio
n against
ipending misfortunes.
roughout his life, Seneca
had faced and witnessed
around him
ceptional disasters. Earth
quakes had shattered Pomp
eii; Rome
d Lugdunum had burnt
to the ground; the people
of
Ro
me and
r empire had been subjec
ted to Nero, and before him
Ca
ligula,
as Suetonius more accurately
termed him, ‘the Monster’,
who
I ‘on one occasion
cried angrily, “1 wish all you
Ro
ma
ns had
one neck!”’
ieneca had suffered person
al losses, too. He had tra
ined for a
er in politics, but in his
early twenties had succum
bed to
Dected tuberculosis, which
had lasted six years and led
to
suici
depression. His late ent
ry into politics had coinci
ded with
igula’s rise to power. Even aft
er the Monster’s murder in
41, his
.

Seneca knew why he had been able to withstand the anxieties:
lowe my life to [phioSoPhY1 and that is the least of my obligations
to it.

His experiences had taught him a comprehensive dictionary of frus
tration, his intellect a series of responses to them. Years of
philosophy had prepared Mm for the catastrophic day Nero’s
turion had struck at the villa door.

Double herm of Seneca and Socrates

.
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A Senecan dictionary offrustratjon
Introduction
Though the terrain of frustration
may be vast from a stubbed
toe
to an untimely death at
the bean of every frustration
lies
a basic
structure: the collision of a
wish with an unyielding reality.
—

—

And yet, for Seneca, in so far as we can ever attain wisdom, it is by
learning not to aggravate the world’s obstinacy through our own
responses, through spasms of rage, self-pity, anxiety, bitterness,
self-righteousness and paranoia.
A single idea recurs throughout Ms worlc that we best endure
those frustrations which we have prepared ourselves for and
understand and are hurt most by those we least expected and can
not fathom. Philosophy must reconcile us to the true dimensions
of reality, and so spare us, if not frustration itself, then at least its
panoply of pernicious accompanying emotions.
Her task is to prepare for our wishes the softest landing possible
on the adamantine wall of reality.

Wish

The collisions begin in
earliest infancy, with the discovery
that the
sources of our satisfaction
lie beyond our control
and
that
the
world does not reliably conform
to our desires.

8o
8i

Anger
The ultimate infantile collision.
We cannot find the remote con
trol or
the keys, the road is blocked,
the restaurant fidi and so we
sla
nt doors,
deracinate plants and howl.

back of certain rationally held ideas; if we can only change the
ideas, we will change our propensity to anger.

—
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And in the Senecan view what makes us angry are dangerously
optimistic notions about what the world and other people are
like.

-.

i.

The philosopher held it to be
a kind of madness:
There is no swifter way to ins
anity. Many [angry people].
call
down death on theft childr
en, poverty on themselves, rui
n on
their home, denying that the
y are angry, just as the mad
deny
theft insanity. Enemies to the
ir closest Mends. heedless of
the
law
they do everything by force
The greatest of ills has
seized them, one that surpas
ses all other vices.
.

.
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.
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In calmer moments, the ang
ry may apologize and explain
that
they were overwhelmed by
a power stronger than thems
elves,
that is, stronger than theft rea
son. ‘They’, their rational
sel
ves,
did not mean the insults
and regret the shouting;
‘they’ lost
control to darker forces wit
hin. The angry hereby appeal
to a
predominant view of the
mind in which the reasoning
fac
ulty,
the seat of the true self, is dep
icted as occasionally assaul
ted
by
passionate feelings which rea
son neither identifies with
nor can
be held responsible for.
This account runs directly
counter to Seneca’s view
of the
mind, according to which
anger results not from an un
control
lable eruption of the passio
ns, but from a basic (and cor
rec
table)
error of reasoning. Reason
does not always govern our
actions,
he conceded: if we are sprink
led with cold water, our bod
y gives
us no choice but to shiver
; if fingers are flicked over our
eyes,
we have to blinic But anger
does not belong in the cat
egory of
involuntary physical movem
ent, it can only break out
on the

4. How badly we react to frustration is critically determined by
what we think of as normal. We may be frustrated that it is rain
ing, but our familiarity with showers means we are unlikely
ever to respond to one with anger. Our frustrations are tem
pered by what we understand we can expect from the world, by
our experience of what it is normal to hope for. We aren’t over
whelmed by anger whenever we are denied an object we desire,
only when we believe ourselves entitled to obtain it. Our great
est furies spring from events which violate our sense of the
ground rules of existence.

2.

.

With money. one could have expected to lead a very comfort
able life in Ancient Rome. Many of Seneca’s friends had large
houses in the capital and villas in the countryside. There were
baths, colonnaded gardens fountains, mosaics, frescos and
gilded couches. There were rednues of slaves to prepare the
food, look after the children and tend the garden.
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a.vi.t vi tag
e among the
privileged. ‘Prosperit
y fosters bad tempers,’
wr
ote Seneca, after
observing his wealthy
friends ranting around
him
because life
had not turned out as
they had hoped.
Seneca knew of a wealt
hy man, Vedius Pofflo,
a friend of the
Emperor Augtsws, wh
ose slave once dropped
a tray of crystal
glasses during a party.
Vedius hated the soun
d
of
breaking glass
and grew so furious tha
t he ordered the slave
to be thrown into
a pool of lampreys.
--

_._.

..

7. Such rages ate never be
yond explanation. Vediu
s Pofflo was
angry for an identifiable
reason: because he belie
ve
d in a world
in which glasses do no
t get broken at parties.
W
e
shout when
we can’t find the remote
control because of an im
plicit belief in
a world in which remote
controls do not get mista
id. Rage is
caused by a conviction,
almost comic in its op
tim
istic origins
(however tragic in its
effects), that a given fru
str
ati
on has not
been written into the co
ntract of life.

trouble to drive off, or a dog which gets in your way. or a key
dropped by a careless servant?
When something disturbs the calm of the dining room:

Why go and fetch the whip in the middle of dinner, just because
the slaves are talking?
We must reconcile ourselves to the necessary imperfectibility of
enstence
Is it surprising that the wicked should do wicked deeds, or
unprecedented that your enemy should harm or your Mend
annoy you. that your son should fall into error or your servant
misbehave?
We will cease tobe so angry once we cease to be sohopeflil.

We should be more car
eftul. Seneca tried to ad
just the scale of
our expectations so tha
t we would not bellow
so loudly when
these were dashed:
When dinner comes afew
minut

es late:

What need is there to kick
the table over? To smash
the goblets?
To bang yourself against
columns?
When there’s a buzzing
sound:

Why should a fly infuriate
you which no one has
taken enough
84
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Shock

2.

An aeroplane belonging to the Sw
iss national airline, canying 229 people,
takes offon a scheduledflight from
New York to Geneva. Ffty minutes
out
of Kennedy Airport, as the steward
esses roll their trolleys down the
aisles
ofthe McDonald Douglas MD-n,
the captain reports smoke in the coc
kpit.
Ten minutes later, the plane disa
ppears off the radar. The giganti
c
machine, each of its wings 52 metres
long, crashes into the placid seas off
Halifax, Nova Scotia, killing all
on board. Rescue workers speak of
the
d(fflculty of identi ping what wer
e, only hours before, humans with
lives
and plans. Briefcases arefound floa
ting in the sea.

If we do not dwell on the risk
of sudden disaster and pay a price
for our innocence, it is because
reality comprises two cruelly
conffising characteristics: on the
one hand, continuity and relia
bifity lasting across generations;
on the other, unheralded cata
dysms. We find ourselves divided
between a plausible invitation
to assume that tomorrow will
be much like today and the possi
bffity that we will meet with
an appalling event after which
nothing will ever be the same
again. It is because we have suc
h
powerfiñ incentives to neglect
the latter that Seneca invoked a
goddess.
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She was to be found on the back of many Roman coins, holding
a cornucopia in one hand and a rudder in the other. She was
beautiflul and usually wore a light tunic and a coy smile. Her
name was Fortune. She had originated as a fertility goddess, the
ffrstborn ofjupiter, and was honoured with a festival on the z5th
of May and with temples throughout Italy, visited by the barren
and farmers in search of rain. But gradually her remit had
widened, she had become associated with money, advance
ment, love and health. The cornucopia was a symbol of her
power to bestow favours, the rudder a symbol of her more sinis
ter power to change destinies. She could scatter gifts, then with
terrif’ing speed shift the rudder’s course, maintaining an imper
turbable smile as she watched us choke to death on a fishbone
or disappear in a landslide.
.

Because we are injured mast by what we do not expect, and
because we must expect everything (‘There is nothing which
Fortune does not dare’), we must, proposed Seneca, hold the
possibility of disaster in mind at all times. No one should under
take a journey by car, or walk down the stairs, or say goodbye to
a friend, without an awareness, which Seneca would have
wished to be neither gruesome nor unnecessarily dramatic, of
fatal possibilities.
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blaze was so rapid, it took longer for news of the disaster to
reach Rome than for the city to burn:
You say: ‘I did not think it would happen.’ Do you think there is
anything that will not happen, when you know that it is possible
to happen, when you see that it has already happened...?
6.

Nothing ought to be unapeaed by
us. Our minds should be sent
forward in advance to meet all the
problems, and we should consider,
not what is wont to happen, but what
can happen.

4. For evidence of how little is needed for all
to come to nought,
we have only to hold up our wrists
and study for a moment the
pulses of blood through our frag
ile, greenish veins:
What is man? A vessel that the slightest
shaking, the slightest toss
will break.. A body weak and fragile,
naked, in its natural state
defenceless, dependent upon another
’s help and exposed to all
the affronts of Fortune.
.

Lugdunum had been one of the
most prosperous Roman settle
ments in Gaul. At the junction of
the Arar and Rhone rivers, it
enjoyed a privileged position as a
crossroads of trade and miii
tary routes. The city contained eleg
ant baths and theatres and
a government mint. Then in Aug
ust 64 a spark slipped out of
hand and grew into a fire that
spread through the narrow
streets, terrified inhabitants levering
themselves from windows
at its approach. Flames licked from
house to house and by the
time the sun had risen the whole of
Lugdunum, from suburb to
market, from temple to baths, had
burnt to cinders. The sur
vivors were left destitute in only
the soot-covered clothes they
stood in, their noble buildings roa
sted beyond recognition. The
88

On the fifth of February 6z, similar disaster struck the province
of Campania. The earth trembled, and large sections of Pompeii
collapsed. In the months that followed, many inhabitants
decided to leave Campania for other parts of the peninsula.
Theft move suggested to Seneca that they believed there was
somewhere on earth, in Ligutia or Calabda, where they might
be wholly safe, out of reach of Fortune’s will. To which he
replied with an argument, persuasive in spite of its geological
dubiousness:
Who promises them better foundations for this or that soil to
stand on? All places have the same conditions and if they have
not yet had an earthquake. they can none the less have quakes.
Perhaps tonight or before tonight, today will split open the
spot where you stand securely. How do you know whether
conditions will henceforth be better in those places against which
Fortune has already exhausted her strength or in those places
which are supported on theft own ruins? We are mistaken if we
believe any part of the world is exempt and safe
Nature has
not created anything in such a way that it is immobile.
...

.

the time of Caligula’s accession to the throne, way from
high politics in a household in Rome, a mother lost her son.
Metilius had been short of his twenty-fifth birthday and a young
man of exceptional promise. He had been dose to his mother
Marcia, and his death devastated her. She withdrew from social
life and sank into mourning. Her Mends watched with com
passion and hoped for a day when she would regain a measure
of composure. She didn’t. A year passed, then another and a
third, and still Marcia came no doser to overcoming her grief.
At
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fier three years she was as tearful as she had been on the
eiy day of his funeral. Seneca sent her a letter. He expressed
riormous sympathies, but gently continued, ‘the question at
sue between us [is] whether grief ought to be deep or never
tiling.’
Marcia was rebelling against what seemed like an occurrence
once dreadful and rare and all the more dreadful because it
‘as tare. Around her were mothers who still had theft sons,
oung men beginning theft careers, serving in the army or
ritering politics. Why had hers been taken from her?
—

‘he death was unusual and terrible, but it was not Seneca yen
.ired abnormal. If Marcia looked beyond a restricted circle,
te would come upon a woefully long list of Sons whom
ortune bad killed. Octavia had lost her son, Livia her son,
omelia hers; so had Xenophon, Paulus, Lucius Bibulus, Lucius
ulla, Augustus and Scipio. By averting her gaze from early
eaths, Marcia had, understandably but perilously, denied them
place in her conception of the normal:
We never anticipate evils before they actually arrive. So many
funerals pass our doors, yet we never dwell on death. So many
deaths are untimely, yet we make plans for our own infants: how
they will don the toga, serve in the army, and succeed to their
father’s property.
‘he children might live, but how ingenuous to believe that they
‘ere guaranteed to survive to maturity even to dinner-time:
No promise has been given you for this night no, I have
suggested too long a respite no promise has been given even
for this hour.
‘here is dangerous innocence in the expectation of a future
)rmed on the basis of probability. Any accident to which a
uman has been subject, however rare, however distant in time,
a possibility we must ready ourselves for,
—

—

.

—

—

—
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seducing us
9. Because Fortune’s long benevolent periods risk
into somnolence, Seneca entreated us to spare a little time each
day to think of her. We do not know what will happen next:
we must expect something. In the early morning, we should
undertake what Seneca termed a pranneditario, a meditation in
advance, on all the sorrows of mind and body to which the
goddess may subsequently subject us.
A SENECAN PRAEMEDITATIO

[The wise) will start each day with the thought.
Fortune gives us nothing which we can really own,
Nothing, whether public or private, is stable; the destinies of men,
no less than those of cities, are in a whirl.
Whatever structure has been reared by a long sequence of years, at
the cost of great toil and through the great kindness of the gods, is
scattered and dispersed in a single day. No, he who has said ‘a day’
has granted too long a postponement to swift misfortune; an hour,
an instant of time, suffices for the overthrow of empires.
How often have cities in Asia, how often in Achaia, been laid low by
a single shock of earthquake? How many towns in Syria, how many
in Macedonia, have been swallowed up? How often has this kind of
devastation laid Cyprus in ruins?
We live in the middle of things which have all been destined to die.
Mortal have you been born, to mortals have you given birth.
Reckon on everything, expect everything.

I’

io. The same could naturally have been conveyed in other ways.
In more sober philosophical language, one could say that a sub
ining
ject’s agency is only one of the causal factors detenn
to
events in the course of his or her life. Seneca resorted instead
continual hyperbole:
Whenever anyone falls at your side or behind you, cry out:

‘Fortune, you will not deceive me, you will not fall upon me

9’

I

confident and heedless. I know
what you are planning. It is true
that you struck someone else, but
you aimed at me.’
(The original ends with a final,
more rousing alliteration:
Quotiens aliquis ad laws aut pone
rergum cedderit, exdama:
‘Non decipies me, fonuna, nec
securum aut neglegentem
opprimes. Scio quid pares; alium
quidem percussisti, sed me
petisti.’)
ii.

Sense of injustice
A feeling that the rules ofjustice have been violated, rules which dictate
that ifwe are honourable, we will be rewarded, and that ifwe are bad, we
will be punished a sense ofjushce inculcated in the earliest education of
children, and found in most religious texts, for example, in the book of
Deuteronomy, which explains that the godly person ‘shall be like a tree
planted by the rivers of water
and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.
The ungodly are not so: but are like chaffwhich the wind dnveth away.’
—

If most philosophers feel no
need to write like this, it is because
they trust that, so long as a
argument is logical, the style in
which it is presented to the
reader wifi not determine its
effectiveness. Seneca believed in a
different picture of the mind.
Arguments are like eels: however
logical, they may slip from
the mind’s weak grasp unless
fixed there by imagery and style.
We need metaphors to derive a
sense of what cannot be seen or
touched, or else we will forget.
The goddess of Fortune, in
spite of her unphilosophical,
religious roots, was the perfect
image to keep our exposure to
accident continually within our
minds, conflating a range of
threats to our security into
one ghastly anthropomorphic
enemy.
-

...

Coodness —0. Reward
Evil—’- Punishment

In cases where one acts correctly but still suffers disaster, one is left bewil
dered and unable wfit the event into a scheme ofjustice. The world seems
absurd. One alternates between afeeling that one may after all have been
bad and this is why one was punished, and thefeeling that one truly was
not bad and therefore must have fallen victim to a catastrophicfailure in
the administration ofjustice. The continuing belief that the world Lcfitn
damentally just is implied in the very complaint that there has been an
injustice.
i.

Justice was not an ideology that had helped Marcia.

a. It had forced her to oscillate between a debilitating feeling that
her son Metffius had been taken away from her because she was
bad, and at other moments, a feeling of outrage with the world
that Merthus had died given that she had always been essentially
good.
.

But we cannot always explain our destiny by referring to our
moral worth; we may be cursed and blessed without justice
behind either. Not everything which happens to us occurs with
reference to something about us.
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Metilius hadn’t died beca
use his mother was bad,
nor was the
world unfair because his
mother was good and yet
he had died.
His death was, in Seneca’s
image, the work of Fortu
ne, and the
goddess was no moral jud
ge. She did not evaluate
he
r victims
like the god of Deuteron
omy and reward them
ac
co
rding to
merit. She inflicted ha
mi with the moral blind
ness of a huth
cane.

where external circumstances reflected internal qualities. It was
a relief from this punitive schema to remember Fortune:
I do not allow [Fortune] tO pass sentence upon myself.
Seneca’s political failure did not have to be read as retribution
for sins, it was no rational punishment meted out after examina
don of the evidence by an all’seeing Providence in a divine
courtroom; it was a cruel but morally meaningless by.product
of the machinatio1 of a rancorous Empress. Seneca was not
only distancing himself from disgrace. The imperial official he
had been had not deserved all the credit for his status either.
The interventions of Fortune, whether kindly or diabolical,
introduced a random element into human destinies.

Seneca knew in himself
the sapping impulse to int
erpret failures
according to a misguided
model of justice. Upon the
accession
of Claudius in early 41,
he became a pawn in a
plan by the
Empress Messalina to rid he
rself of Caligula’s sister,Ju
lia Livilla.
The empress accused Ju
lia of having an adultero
us affair and
falsely named Seneca as
her lover. He was in an ins
tant stripped
of family, money, friends
, reputation and his po
lit
ical career,
and sent into exile on
the island of Corsica, on
e of the most
desolate pans of Rome’s
vast empire.
He would have endured
periods of self-blame altern
ating with
feelings of bitterness.
He would have reproach
ed himself for
misreading the political sit
uation with regard to Me
ssalina, and
resented the way his loy
alty and talents had been
rewarded by
Claudius.
Both moods were based
on a picture of a moral
universe

4.

94
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Anxiety

‘You may expect that I will advise you to picture a happy
outcome, and to rest in the allurements of hope,’ replied the
philosophers but ‘1 am going to conduct you to peace of mind
through another route’ which culminated in the advice:
if you wish to put off all worry, assume that what you fear nwy
happen is certainly going to happen.
Seneca wagered that once we look rationally at what will occur if
our desires are not fliffilled, we will almost certainly find that the
underlying problems are more modest than the anxieties they
have bred. Lucilius had grounds for sadness but not hysteria:
If you lose this case, can anything more severe happen to you
than being sent into exile or led to prison?
‘I may become a
poor man’; I shall then be one among many. ‘I may be exiled’; I
shall then regard myself as though I had been born in the place to
which I’ll be sent. ‘They may put me chains.’ What then? Am
I free from bonds now?
Prison and exile were bad, but the linchpin of the argument
not as bad as the desperate Lucilius might have feared before
scrutinizing the anxiety.

A condition of agitation
about an uncertain situatio
n which one both
wishes will turn out for
the best and fears may tur
n
out for the worst.
Typically leaves sufferers
unable to derive enjoyment
from supposedly
pleasurable activities, cultu
ral, sexual or social.

—

...

—

Even in sublime settings
the anxious will remain pre
occupied by private
anticipations ofndn an
d may prefer to be left alone
in a room.
x. The traditional form
of comfort is reassuran
ce. One explains to
the anxious that theft
fears are exaggerated
and that events are
sure to unfold in a desir
ed direction.
2.

But reassurance can be
the cruellest antidote
to anxiety. Our
rosy predictions both
leave the anxious unpre
pared for the
worst, and unwittingly
imply that it would be dis
astrous if the
worst came to pass. Se
neca more wisely asks us
to consider that
bad things probably wi
ll occur, but adds tha
t
the
y are unlikely
ever to be as bad as we
fear.

3. In February 63, Seneca’s fri
end Lucilius, a civil serva
nt working
in Sicily, learned of a law
suit against him which thr
eatened to end
his career and disgrace his
name for ever. He wrote
to Seneca.

.

—

It follows that wealthy individuals fearing the loss of their for
tune should never be reassured with remarks about the improb
ability of their ruin. They should spend a few days in a draughty
room on a diet of thin soup and stale bread. Seneca had taken
the counsel from one of his favourite philosophers:
The great hedonist teacher Epicurus used to observe certain
periods during which he would be niggardly in satisfying hunger,
with the object of seeing
whether it was worth going to
much trouble to make the deficit good.
The wealthy would, Seneca promised soon come to an impor
tant realization:
‘Is this really the condition that I feared?’
Endure [this
poverty) for three or four days at a time, sometimes for more
and I assure you
you will understand that a man’s peace of
mind does not depend upon Fortune.
...

...

...
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5.

Many Romans found ft surprising, even
ridiculous, to discover
that the philosopher proffering such advi
ce lived in considerable
luxury himself. By his early forties, Sene
ca had accumulated
enough money through his political care
er to acquire villas and
farms. He ate well, and developed a love
of expensive furniture,
in particular, citrus-wood tables with
ivory legs.
He resented suggestions that there was
something unphilo
sophical in his behaviour:
Stop preventing philosophers from poss
essing money; no one
has condemned wisdom to poverty.
And with touching pragmatism:
I will despise whatever lies in the dom
ain of Fortune, but if a
choice is offered, I will choose the better
half

6. It wasn’t hypocrisy. Stoicism does not
recommend poverty; it
recommends that we neither fear nor
despise it. It considers
wealth to be, in the technical formulat
ion, a productum, a pre
ferred thing neither an essential one
nor a crime. Stoics may
live with as many gifts of Fortune as
the foolish. Theft houses
can be as grand, theft furniture as beau
tiful. They are identified
as wise by only one detail: how they
would respond to sudden
poverty. They would walk away from
the house and the ser
vants without rage or despair.
—

7. The idea that a wise person should be able to walk
away from all
Fortune’s gifts calmly was Stoicism’
s most extreme, peculiar
daim, given that Fortune grants us not
only houses and money
but also our friends, our family, even
our bodies:
The wise man can lose nothing. He has
everything invested in
himself
The wise man is self-sufficient
if he loses a hand through
disease or war, or if some accident puts
out one or both of his
eyes, he will be satisfied with what is left.
Which sounds absurd, unless we refine
our notion of what Seneca
meant by ‘satisfied’. We should not be
happy to lose an eye, but

life would be possible even if we did so. The right number of
eyes and hands is a productum. Two examples of the position:
The wise man will not despise himself even if he has the stature
of a dwarf, but he nevertheless wishes to be tall.
The wise man is seffisuffident in that he can do without Mends,
not that he desires to do without them.
8.

Seneca’s wisdom was more than theoreticaL Exiled to Corsica,
he found himself abruptly stripped of all luxuries. The island had
been a Roman possession since 238 BC, but it had not enjoyed
the benefits of civilization. The few Romans on the island rarely
settled outside two colonies on the east coast, Aleria and
Mañana, and it was unlikely that Seneca was allowed to inhabit
them, for he complained of hearing only ‘barbaric speech’
around him, and was associated with a forbidding building near
Luri at the northern tip of the island known since ancient times
as ‘Seneca’s Tower’.
Conditions must have contrasted painfully with life in Rome.
But in a letter to his mother, the former wealthy statesman
explained that he had managed to accommodate himself to his
circumstances, thanks to years of morning premeditatiot and
periods of thin soup:
Never did I trust Fortune, even when she seemed to be offering
peace. Mi those blessings which she kindly bestowed on me
money, public office, influence i relegated to a place from
which she could take them back without disturbing me. Between
them and me, I have kept a wide gap, and so she has merely wknt
them, not toni them from me.
—

—

...
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Feelings of being mocked by
(1) inanimate objects
A sense that one’s wishes are
being purposefidly frustrated by
a pencil
which drops off a table or a dra
wer that refuses to open. The fru
stration
caused by the inanimate object
is compounded by a sense tha
t
it
hol
ds one
in contempt. It is acting in afi-us
trating way in order to signal tha
t it does
not share the view of one’s intellig
ence or status to which one is
attached
and to which others subscribe.
(ii) animate objects
A similarly acute pain arising
from the impression that other peo
ple are
silently ridiculing one’s charact
er.
On arrival at a hotel in Sweden
I ant accompanied to my room
by an
employee who offers to cany
my luggage. ‘It will be far too
heavy for a
man like you,’ he smiles, emphas
izing ‘man’ to imply its opposit
e. He has
Nordic blond hair (perhaps a
skier, a hunter of elk; in past cen
turies, a
warrior) and a determined exp
ression. ‘Monsieur will enjoy
the room,’ he
says. It is imclear why he has
called me ‘Monsieur’, knowing
that I have
come from London, and the use
of ‘will’ smacks of an order. The
sugges
tion becomes plainly incongruou
s, and evidence of conspiracy
, when the
room turns out to suffer from
traffic noise, a faulty shower and
a broken
television.
In otherwise shy, quiet people,
feelings of being slyly mocked
may boil
over into sudden shouting and
acts ofcruelty even murder.
—

i.

2.

It is tempting, when we are
hurt, to believe that the thi
ng which
hurt us intended to do so. It is
tempting to move from a sen
tence
with dauses connected by
‘and’ to one with clauses con
nec
ted
by ‘in order to’; to move fro
m thinking that ‘The pencil fell
off
the table and now I am annoye
d’ to the view that ‘The pencil
fell
off the table in order to annoy
me.’

Seneca collected examples
of such feelings of persecuti
on by
inanimate objects. Herodow
s’s Histories provided one
. Cyrus,

too

the king of Persia and the founder of its great empire1 owned a
beautiflil white horse which he always rode into battle. In the
spring of 539 BC King Cyrus dedared war
army
hope of expanding his territory1 and set off with
their capital, Babylon, on the banks
march went well, until the army reached the river Gyndes,
the
Madenian
flowed down
Tigris. The Gyndes was known be perilous even th the
was brown and
and this
with the winter rains. The king’s generals counselled delay, but
orders
Cyrus was not daunted and
the
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Cyrus was livid. The river had dared to make away with his
sacred white horse, the horse of the warrior who had ground
Croesus into the dust and terrified the Greeks. He screamed and
cursed, and at the height of his fury decided to pay back the
Gyndes for its insolence. He vowed to punish the river by mak
ing it so weak that a woman would in future be able to cross it
without so much as wetting her knees.
Cyrus
Setting aside plans for the expansion of his
divided his army into two parts. marked our iSo small canals
bank
in
digging. which they did
summer, their morale broken, all hope of a quick defeat of the
Assydans gone. And when they were finished, the once-rapid
empire,
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water flowed so languidly that astonished local women could
indeed wander across the trickling stream without hoisting their
skirts. His anger assuaged. the lUng of Persia instructed his
exhausted army to resume the march to Babylon.

to’

tuitectea similar exam
ples of feelings of pe
rsecution at
the hands of animate ob
jects. One concerned
the
Ro
man gover
nor of Syria, Gnaeus Pi
so, a brave general bu
t a troubled soul.
When a soldier return
ed from a period of lea
ve without the
friend he had set out wi
th and daimed to have
no idea where he
had gone, Piso judged
that the soldier was lying
; he had killed his
friend, and would have
to pay with his life.
The condemned man
swore he hadn’t murde
red anyone and
begged for time for an
inquiry to be made, bu
t Piso knew better
and had the soldier esc
orted to his death witho
ut delay.
However, as the centu
rion in charge was pre
paring to cut off
the soldier’s head, the
missing companion arr
ived at the gates of
the camp. The army
broke into spontaneous
applause and the
relieved centurion calle
d off the execution.
Piso took the news les
s well. Hearing the ch
eers, he felt them
to be mocking his judge
ment. He grew red an
d angry, so angry
that he summoned his
guards and ordered bo
th
men to be exe
cuted, the soldier wh
o hadn’t committed mu
rder and the one
who hadn’t been mu
rdered. And because he
was by this point
feeling very persecuted
, Piso also sent the
ce
ntu
rion off to his
death for good measure.

conversationS ‘he did not give me the seat of honour, but placed
me at the foot of the table.’
There may be innocent grounds. He didn’t give me an audience
today because he would prefer to see me next week. It seemed
like he was laughing at me, but it was a facial tic. These are not
the first explanations to come into our minds when we are
abject of spirit.
.

So we must endeavour tO surround our initial impressions with
a fireguard and reffise to act at once on their precepts. We must
ask ourselves if someone who has not answered a letter is neces
sarily being tardy to annoy us, and if the missing keys have
necessarily been stolen:
[The wise do] not put a wrong construction upon everything’

6. And the reason why they are able not to was indirectly
explained by Seneca in a letter to Luduius, the day he came upon
a sentence in one of the works of the hiosophet Hecato
I shall tell you what I liked today in [his writings] it is these
words: ‘What progress. you asic have I made? I have begun to be a
you may be
friend to rny’s41’ That was indeed a great benefit;
ma
sure that such a man is a Mend to all nkind
.

.

4. The governor of Syria
had at once interpreted
the applause of
his soldiers as a wish
to undermine his autho
rit
y
an
d to question
his judgement. Cyrus
had at once interpret
ed the river’s
manslaughter of his ho
rse as murder.
Seneca had an explana
tion for such errors ofj
udgement; it lay
with ‘a certain abjectne
ss of spirit’ in men lik
e Cyrus and Piso.
Behind their readiness
to anticipate insult lay
a
fear of deserving
ridicule. When we su
spect that we are appro
pri
ate targets for
hun, it does not take
much for us to believe
that someone or
something is out to hu
rt us:
‘So and so did not give
me an audience today, tho
ugh he gave it
to others’; ‘he haughti
ly repulsed or openly
laughed at my

.

.

There is an easy way to measure our inner levels of abjectness
and friendliness to ourselves: we should examine how well we
respond to noise. Seneca lived near a asium. The walls
were thin and the racket was continuous He described the
problem to Lucthus:
Imagine what a variety of noises revetberates around my ears!
For examples when a strenuous gentleman is exerdsuig
jrnself by swinging lead weights when he is working hard, or
else pretends to be working hard, I can hear him gmndng and
whenever he releases his pent-up breadi, I can hear him panting
in wheezy, hig.pitched tones. When my attention turns to a less
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active type who is happy with an ord
inary, inexpensive massage,
I can hear the smack of a hand pummel
ing his shoulders
One
should add to this the arresting
of an occasional reveller or
pickpocket, the racket of the man who
always likes to hear his
own voice in the bathroom
the hair-plucker with his shrill,
penetrating cry
then the cake seller with his varied cries
, the
sausage man, the confectioner and
everyone hawking for the
catering shops.
.

...

.

.

8. Those who are unifiendly with
themselves find it hard to imag
ine that the cake seller is shoutin
g in order to sell cakes. The
builder on the ground floor of
a hotel in Rome (i) may be pre
tending to repair a wall, but his real
intention is to tease the man
trying to read a book in a room on
the upper level (z).

.

To calm us down in noisy streets, we should mast that those
making a noise know nothing of us- We should place a Breguard
between the noise outside aiad an internal sense of deserving
punishment. We should not import into scenarios where they
don’t belong pessimistic interpretations of others’ motives.
Thereafter, noise will never be pleasant but it will not have to
make us furious:
Mi outdoors may be bedlam, provided that there is no dismr
bance within.

Abject interpretation: The builder is
hammering in order to annoy me.
Friendly interpretation: The builder
is hammering and I am annoyed.
104
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ground pipes. When the engineers confronted the cavernous gorge
of the river Gard, they did not despair at nature’s obstacle but
erected a massive three-tiered aqueducts 360 metres long and 48
metres high, capable of carrying 35,000 cubic metes of water a day
so that the inhabitants of Nimes would never be forced to suffer
the frustration of a shallow bath.

—

Of course, there would be few gre
at human achievements if we
accepted all frustrations. The motor
of our ingenuity is the ques
don ‘Does it have to be like this?
’, from which arise political
reforms, scientific developments, imp
roved relationships, better
books. The Romans were consum
mate at refusing frustration.
They hated winter cold and develop
ed under-floor heating. They
didn’t wish to walk on muddy roa
ds and so paved them, In the
middle of the first century AD the
Roman inhabitants of NImes in
Provence decided they wanted
more water for their city than
nature had granted them, and so spe
nt a hundred million sesterces
building an extraordinary symbol of
human resistance to the status
quo. To the north of Nimes, near Uzê
s, Roman engineers found a
water source strong enough to irrig
ate the baths and fountains of
theft city, and drew up plans to div
ert the water 50 miles through
mountains and across valleys in a
system of aqueducts and under-

r

-

io6

nformnately, the mental faculties which search so assiduously for
alternatives are hard to arrest. They continue to play out scenarios
of change and progress even when there is no hope of altering
reality. To generate the energy required to spur us to action,
we are reminded by jolts of discomfort anxiety, pain, outrage,
offence that reality is not as we would wish it. Yet these jolts have
served no purpose if we cannot subsequently effect improvement
if we lose our peace of mind but are unable to divert rivers; which
is why, for Seneca, wisdom lies in correctly discerning where we
are free to mould reality according to our wishes and where we
must accept the unalterable with tranquillity.
—

—

The Stoics had another image with which to evoke our condition
as creatures at times able to effect change yet always subject to
external necessities. We are like dogs who have been tied to an
unpredictable cart. Our leash is long enough to give us a degree of
leeway, but not long enough to allow us to wander wherever we
please.
The metaphor had been formulated by the Stoic philosophers
Zeno and ChrysippUs and reported by the Roman Bishop
Hippolytus
When a dog is tied to a cart, if it wants to follow, ft is pulled and
follows, making its spontaneous act coincide with necessity. But if
the dog does not follow, it will be compelled in any case. So it is
with men too: even if they don’t want to, they will be compelled to
follow what is destined.
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A dog will naturally hope to go wherever it pleases. But as Zeno
and Chrysippus’s metaphor implies, if it cannot, then it is better for
the animal to be trotting behind the can rather than dragged and
strangled by it. Though the dog’s first impulse may be to fight
against the sudden swerve of the cart in an awful direction, his
sorrows will only be compounded by his resistance.

and quietude encourage
It may sound like a recipe for passivity
might have been
ment to resign ourselves to frustrations that
even a dim
overcome. ft could leave us without heart to build
a few kilometres
inutive aqueduct like that in Bornègre, in a valley
long and 4 metres
north of the Pont du Card, a modest 17 metres
high.

less unreasonalk to
But Seneca’s point is more subtle. It is no
as to rebel against
accept something as necessary when it isn’t
by accepting the
something when it is. We can as easily go astray
denying the necessary
unnecessary and denying the possible as by
reason to make the
and ;vishthg for the impossible. It is for
distinction.

As Seneca put it:
An animal, struggling against the noose, tightens it
there is no
yoke so tight that it will not hurt the animal less if it pulls with it
than if it fights against it. The one alleviation for overwhelming
evils is to endure and bow to necessity.
...

To reduce the violence of our mutiny against events which
veer
away from our intentions, we should reflect that we, too,
are never
without a leash around our neck. The wise will learn to
identify
what is necessary and follow it at once, rather than exhaus
t them
selves in protest. ‘When a wise man is told that his suitcase has
been
lost in transit, he will resign himself in seconds to the fact. Seneca
reported how the founder of Stoicism had behaved upon the
loss of
his possessions:
When Zeno received news of a shipwreck and heard that all his
luggage had been sunk, he said, ‘Pormne bids me to be a less
encumbered philosopher.’

io8

a dog on a leash,
Whatever the similarities between ourselves and
and the dog doesn’t.
we have a critical advantage: we have reason
is even tied to a leash,
So the animal does not at first grasp that he
the swerves of the cart and
nor understand the connection between
the changes in direc
the pain in his nect He will be conffised by
cart’s trajectorY and so
tion, it will be hard for him to calculate the
reason enables us to the
he will suffer constant painflil jolts. But
cart, which offers us a
orize with accuracy about the path of our
increase our sense of free’
chance, unique among living beings, to
ourselves and necessity.
dom by ensuring a good slack between
wishes are in irrevocable
Reason allows us to determine when our
ourselves willingly,
conflict with reality, and then bids us to submit
We may be powerless
rather than angrily or bitterly, to necessities.
free to choose our attitude
to alter certain events, but we remain
acceptance of necessity
towards them, and it is in our spontaneous
that we find our distinctive freedom.
against an unalterable reality.
In February 62, Seneca came up
shunned Ms company,
Nero ceased to listen to his old tutor, he
appointed a bloodthirsty
encouraged slander of Mm at court and
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praetorian prefect, Ofonius Tigellinus, to assist him in indulging his
taste for random murder and sexual cruelty. Virgins were taken off
the streets of Rome and brought to the emperor’s chambers.
Senators’ wives were forced to participate in orgies, and saw their
husbands killed in front of them. Nero roamed the dry at night dis
guised as an ordinary citizen and slashed the throats of passers-by
in back alleys. He fell in love with a young boy who he wished
could have been a girl, and so he castrated him and went through a
mock wedding ceremony. Romans wryly joked that their lives
would have been more tolerable if Nero’s father Domitius had
married that sort of a woman. Knowing he was in extreme danger,
Seneca attempted to withdraw from court and remain quietly in
his villa outside Rome. Twice he offered his resignation; twice
Nero refused, embracing him tightly and swearing that he would
rather die than harm his beloved tutor. Nothing in Seneca’s experi
ence could allow him to believe such promises.
/
He turned to philosophy. He could not escape Nero, and what he
could not change, reason asked him to accept. During what might
have been intolerably anxious years, Seneca devoted himself to the
study of nature. He began writing a book about the earth and the
planets. He looked at the vast sky and the constellation of the
heavens, he studied the unbounded sea and the high mountains.
He observed flashes of lightning and speculated on their origins:
A lightning bolt is fire that has been compressed and hurled
violently. Sometimes we take up water in our two clasped hands
and pressing our palms together squirt out water the way a pump
does. Suppose something like this occurs in the clouds. The
constricted space of the compressed douds forces out the air that is
between them and by means of this pressure sets the air afire and
hurls it the way a catapult does.
He considered earthquakes and decided they were the result of air
trapped inside the earth that had sought a way out, a form of
geological flatulence:

when
moving air, this is one you shouldnt hesitate to put forward:
counties,
a great tremor has exhausted its rage against dries and
are
another equal to it cannot follow. After the largest shock, there
greater
only gentle quakes because the first tremor, acting with
vehemence, has created an exit for the struggling air.
was more sig
It hardly mattered that Seneca’s science was faulty; it
cut
nificant that a man whose life could at any time have been
to gain
short by the caprice of a murderous emperor appeared
because in
immense relief from the spectacle of nature perhaps
are power
mighty natural phenomena he reminders of all that we
volcanoes,
less to change, of all that we must accept. Glaciers,
what
earthquakes and hurricanes stand as impressive symbols of
we may
exceeds us. In the human world, we grow to believe that
It is
accordingly.
always alter our destinies, and hope and worry
flight of
apparent from the heedless pounding of the oceans or the
indifferent
comets across the night sky that there are forces entirely
can
humans
to our desires. The indifference is not nature’s alone;
which
wield equally blind powers over their fellows, but it is nature
we are
gives us a most elegant lesson in the necessities to which
—

subject:
Summer
Winter brings on cold weather; and we must shiver.
weather
returns, with its heat; and we must sweat. unseasonable
places we may
upsets the health; and we must fall ifi. In certain
than
destructive
meet with wild beasts, or with men who are more
it is to
And we cannot change this order of things
any beasts
this they
this law [of Nature] that our souls must adjust themselves,
cannot
you
That which
should follow, this they should obey
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

reform, it is best to endure.

he had first offered
Seneca began his book on nature as soon as
years. Then in April 65,
Nero his resignation. He was granted three

Among the arguments that prove earthquakes occur because of

centurion dis
Piso’s plot against the emperor was uncovered, and a
Paulina
patched to the philosopher’s vifia. He was ready. Topless
and her maids might have collapsed into tears
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